
Thousands of facilities nationwide trust their provider management to symplr. 

Provider management is critical for any facility. Implementing the right solution enables 
you to meet compliance requirements, eliminate inefficiencies, and improve your 
providers’ quality of care.

Applications. Verifications. Enrollments. Privileging. Ongoing Evaluations. Focused Evalua-
tions. Peer Review. Event Reporting. These are just a few of the things you have to consider 
when managing your provider community. When doing this across multiple departments 
and facilities, pulling data from different systems and running your program soon becomes 
overwhelming and unmanageable.

That’s where we can help! symplr Provider Management gives you a single central source of 
provider information and the tools to make you more productive. It’s also fully configurable 
to suit your unique needs and easily tailored to support departmental workflows.

Central provider information repository — Provides a consistent, accurate, single 
source for all your provider information — across your facility or network of facilities 
— to ensure compliance with your bylaws and accreditation.

Completely integrated — No more stitching together data from multiple systems — 
credentialing, privileging, quality, peer review, and event reporting — are all 
integrated. This provides you with “single pane of glass” visibility to manage the 
complete lifecycle of your providers.

Web-based — Means you can go paperless, eliminating those bulky files without 
buying expensive hardware or software.

Works the way you work — Our modular structure and configurable workflows 
make it easy to align your provider management program with your staff’s work 
processes. You can share key provider data across multiple departments — from 
credentialing to risk management to quality.

Easy to implement — A web-based solution, coupled with our extensive experience, 
means you’re up and running quickly.
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Provider Credentialing
Manage your entire medical staff operations from one easy-to-use web-based application. From provider 
application and verification to committee appointment, payor enrollment and expirables management – 
our solution will guide you through every step, saving you valuable time, money, and resources. With 
symplr, credentialing your providers couldn’t be easier.

Provider Privileging
Leverage the power of the world’s most comprehensive and current Provider Privileging Library. Never 
research a privilege again! Provider Privileging from symplr does the heavy lifting for you – our expert and 
experienced team of researchers continually consult with industry experts and thought leaders to deliver 
the most complete and up-to-date repository of hospital privileges. Review by specialty and edit to meet 
the needs of your facility, it’s that simple! Also, all of our privileges come ready linked to CPT, ICD-9, and 
ICD-10 codes to enable quality management and performance improvement.

Professional Practice Reporting
The symplr PPR solution leverages our comprehensive Provider Privileging library and our Electronic 
Medical Records to give you a complete overview of the quality of care demonstrated by your providers. 
Know exactly how your providers are performing, including which privileges they utilize, procedures they 
perform, and the diagnoses they make. Benchmark their performances and see how a provider compares 
to peers and to your entire community of providers in terms of readmissions, length of stays, and 
mortalities.

Provider Peer Review
Peer Review from symplr enables you to easily maintain a consistent standard of peer review across all 
departments and providers. Quickly implement processes and policies, and provide transparency and 
accountability to your peer review program. Easily manage cases and reduce the risk of lost information. 
Our provider Peer Review leverages best practice workflows created by Horty Springer, a trusted legal 
source and subject matter expert. Our solution also guides you step-by-step through the process of 
establishing these automated workflows to ensure your policies are easily deployed and enforced.

Event Reporting
Reduce risk and improve patient safety with symplr Event Reporting, a web-based, automated incident 
capture and reporting solution. Staff, patients, visitors, anyone… can quickly capture incident details and 
report them as they happen. This enables you to respond and remediate quickly while also creating a 
comprehensive event log. It integrates with our QPI module, so you can easily monitor and analyze 
incidents to identify potential and critical issues.

How it all
fits together
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